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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
1.1 Research Problem

Oil/Water separation is a common process in the oil industry. Normally, crude oil is
driven out from the well by the natural underground reservoir pressure. This pressure,
however, is not always enough to bring out all the crude oil from the well, and even when
it is enough at the start of production, it declines with reservoir lifetime. There are several
effective solutions to restore production pressure, of which pumping water into the
production zone is the most common. Due to the density of water being greater than that
of oil, water will drive out the oil from well. Although this has a big advantage, it causes
additional water to flow with the production stream, which needs thereafter to be
separated from oil. The basic objective of the oil/water separator is to separate oil from
water and reuse this water or dispose of it as per the local needs and regulations.
Conventional oil/water separators are generally located far away from oil wells, and
to which a multitude of wells are connected. The problems of this type of separator are
the high cost of construction, operating and maintenance. It requires vessels, tanks, long
distance pipes, pumps, etc. In addition to this, increased water production is limiting the
production capacity of the existing pipelines. Any water separation at or near the
wellhead will significantly relieve the existing facilities.
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In order to overcome these difficulties, Schlumberger introduced a new separation
concept. The design is based on the fact that oil and water tend to separate and stratify
when flowing in a horizontal or near horizontal pipelines under the action of gravity, as
long as the local velocity of each phase within the pipe is below a certain threshold,
which depends on pressure, physical properties, and inclination, among other parameters.
Oil and water local velocities in production pipelines are safely below this threshold.
If the mixture is pumped in a pipe inclined uphill, the local interface between water
and oil will shift upward thus increasing the water holdup (Figure 2.1). This is caused by
water slowing down under gravity with oil accelerating, while there is no change in the
individual flowrate of each phase. The location of the interface is governed mainly by the
oil flowrate and pipe inclination. This is explained in details in the next Chapter.

As shown in the figure, water flows in the lower section of the pipe and oil flows in
the upper section. To extract water from the mixture, an extraction port (or ports) is
located at or just downstream of the lowest, either absolute or local, point in the pipelines
where water accumulates and forms a sump. The water sump will extend when oil is
flowing on top of it thus forming a tail of water that ends somewhere downstream in the
pipe, beyond which there will only be crude oil, which will continue to flow in the pipe.

This method has many advantages: It will reduce the cost of pumping water to the
conventional separator units; hence the reliability of these units will increase (load
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reducing), de-bottlenecking of the oil production facilities due to the fact that the amount
of water sent to conventional separator will be reduced and will be replaced by crude oil.

The objective of this work is to develop a controller to control the axial tail of water
in the uphill section by extracting the water from the up steam of the uphill section of the
Inline Surface Oil/Water Separator (ISOWS).

1.2 Motivation of the Work

In the next chapter the discussion will focus on the physical phenomena and the
experimental installation of the new water/oil separator. It will be shown that the system
is highly nonlinear, since there are many disturbances, which are difficult to estimate
using conventional calculations. This is due to the effect of sudden variations in oil
production from the field, which may be manifested by frequent changes in oil flowrates,
water flowrates, and water-liquid-ratios (WLRs) form different wells in the field, or from
different fields.

Since the fundamental parameters, i.e., flow rates and flow ratios, of the system
keep on changing, it is required to use a controller that has the ability to change its
behavior, i.e., adapt, in order to conform to the new circumstances. The basic function of
an adaptive controller is its ability to change its response based on the changes of
dynamics of the process and reduce the effect of the disturbances. The new controller
shall be an adaptive type that has "adjustable parameters and a mechanism for adjusting
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the parameters". In this case the controller will be nonlinear since it has an adjustable
mechanism for the parameters. [1]

According to the above description, this thesis proposes a new technique for water
extraction control that uses intelligent control scheme. The proposed technique is to use
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) as a controller.

A question may naturally arises: Why neural networks? And how would ANN be
used to control the system in question? ANN applications are widely used in engineering
applications. For example, they are used in function approximations, pattern recognition,
system classification, communications, signal and image processing, power systems, and
adaptive controllers. Neural Network’s potential in learning linear and nonlinear systems
is due to its non-linear and multi-stage structure [2] [3].

Because of the powerful ability of the ANN to identify almost any nonlinear
function, ANN will be used in this thesis to identify the inverse of the process plant. By
doing this, the process plant will try to follow the desired input.

1.3 Thesis Objective

In this thesis, the inverse of the plant will be identified using intelligent technique
(ANN) to control the level of water within the inline water/oil separator system. In order
to fulfill this objective, the following activities are to be carried out:
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1. Develop analog reading software. The purpose of this software is to convert the
readings of the localized water detection probes, within the instrumented section of
the inline separator, into water level measurements inside a pipe.
2. Develop Radial Basis Function Network as an ANN controller.
3. Develop Anti-windup software for the ANN controller. The reason for adopting this
technique is because of using saturated control valves.

1.4 Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter I is an introduction. Chapter II will
review the physical concepts and design of the inline water/oil separator. In Chapter III,
an overview of the history and background of Artificial Neural Networks ANN, famous
techniques like the Back-Propagation (BP) and Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN)
will be given. Chapter IV will provide the technique used to control water extraction in
the inline water/oil separator based on online inverse plant identification and using ANN
with RBFN technique. It will demonstrate the way used to develop the Analog Input
reading, ANN Controller, Control Valve and Controller Anti-windup. Finally, Chapter V
will show the result the test and the requirement for the controller.

Chapter 2

Water/ Oil Separation Overview

2.1 Conventional Water/ Oil Separation – an overview

The separation of water from oil in the oil production stream is a very common
process in the oil industry. Water is naturally found in the reservoirs beneath oil and is
also added to the reservoir, when the reservoir pressure drops, in order to compensate for
this pressure drop, such that oil would reach the surface without pumping or lifting. The
water/oil mixture is then transported via pipelines from various wells to a common
manifold, and then to a central water/oil separation facility. Water separation is carried
out using bulky separation tanks where water separates from oil under gravity and settles
at the bottom of the tank whereas oil, having lower density remains at the top of the tank.
Water is then extracted and is either pumped back to the reservoirs for re-injection or
disposed of, while separated oil is pumped to the storage and/or refinery areas. This
method of central separation has the following disadvantages:
1. The central separation facilities include bulky and heavy tanks, which are
expensive, in addition to space and weight limitations for offshore platforms.
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2. Having only central separation facilities dictates transporting water and oil in
the production stream for hundreds of kilometers, and then the separated water
needs to be pumped further hundreds of kilometers for re-injection and/or
disposal. This reduces significantly the pipeline oil transportation capacities.
3. The increasing water content in the production stream will negatively affect
the life cycle of the central water handling facilities.
4. With increasing water cut in the production stream, the cost for building
central separation facilities is spiraling, both in terms of separation facilities
and pipelines.

2.2 New concept of Water/ Oil Separator

The disadvantages of using central water separation facilities discussed above have
necessitated a fresh look at water separation techniques and approaches. A new concept
of inline surface water separation at/or near the wellhead was proposed and developed at
Schlumberger Dhahran Carbonate Research (SDCR) center in Dhahran, Saudi Arabia.
The fundamental operational principles of this new technique are similar, in principle, to
the conventional method of separation in that the basic principle is based on gravitational
separation of water and oil. In contrast to central separation, however, gravity is taken
advantage of in the new technique while both phases are flowing concurrently in a nearhorizontal pipeline that is long enough for the two phases, i.e., oil and water, to stratify
(separate) under the action of gravity. The pipe size where separation takes place is of the
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same size of the pipeline, which renders this approach quite attractive in terms of location
and cost. [4]

The phenomena and working principles will be discussed briefly in the coming
sections.

2.3 System operating phenomena

Certain physical phenomena govern any mixture flow in a horizontal or nearhorizontal pipeline. Understanding these phenomena can explain the principle of
operation of the new inline water/oil separator. [4]

The first phenomenon is shown in Figure 2.1 below. If there exists a pipeline that is
inclined downhill and then uphill, it is observed that water accumulates at the lowest
point forming a sump in the pipeline. The values of oil flowrates inside the pipes,
common to oil pipelines, does not cause water entrainment, which means that the water
sump would not be depleted, and the water layer that is formed downstream of the sump
remains intact as long as the oil flow velocity in the pipeline does not exceed certain
limits. [4]

Water Sump

Figure 2.1: Water Sump formation at local low point
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The second phenomenon is shown in Figure 2.2. This phenomenon can be
explained as follows: If two liquid phases are flowing inside a pipeline that is inclined
uphill, the heavier liquid, i.e., water, will decelerate under gravity action while the lighter
phase, i.e., oil, would accelerate. The flowrate of each phase that is entering the inclined
section from the horizontal section does not change, because there is no discharge and/or
intake. Therefore, by using mass conservation arguments, water, which has slowed down,
occupies more area of the pipe cross-section, while oil, which has accelerated occupies
less area of the pipe cross-section. This results in increase in the water holdup without
actually having any increase in the water cut. [4]

Oil
Water

Figure 2.2: Water/ Oil Layer formation in rising inclined pipe
Figure 2.3 shows the holdup increasing as the pipeline inclination is increased from
0° to 1° to 10°. The water cut in this example is approximately 50% and remains
constant, while the holdup is significantly increasing. This is only an illustrative sketch,
since other factors contribute to holdup change other than inclination, such as physical
properties and interfacial friction between the two phases. [4]
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Oil
Water

Oil
Water
1°

Oil
Water

10°

Figure 2.3: Water interface hold-up increasing as the slope of pipe increases
It is observed for the third phenomenon (Figure 2.4) that the holdup of the slower
phase in a pipe inclined uphill is independent of its own flowrate. Unexpectedly, it is
dependent on the flowrate of the faster phase and the inclination. This phenomenon is the
key point for this inline water/oil separator. Based on this phenomenon, the water holdup
is independent of the water flowrate, but is rather dependent on oil flowrate and pipe
inclination. The other aspect of this phenomenon is that if we are to extract water from
any extraction port in the inclined section of the pipe where there is water, the water
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holdup will not change, which would help in avoiding oil coning into the extraction port.
[4]

Oil
Water

Figure 2.4: Water extraction does not affect the hold-up in inclined pipe
If water extraction does not affect the thickness of the water layer (or the holdup) in
the inclined pipe, then the question is: Where is water extraction manifested? Since the
water holdup does not change with water flow rate change (both extraction and/or
addition), then the only possible explanation is that the axial extent of the water sump tail
must change with changing water flow rate. Therefore, if the water flow rate increases,
the axial extent of the water layer will advance, whereas if the water flow rate decreases,
the axial extent of the water layer will retreat. Figure 2.5: (a), and (b) illustrate the effect
of varying water flow rate on the axial extent of the water layer front. [4]

Thereafter, if a water extraction port is installed near the lower point of the pipeline,
it will be possible to extract the net incoming water out of the system. If this case is
achieved, the water layer will be dynamically stable, i.e., the water layer front will be
within controlled limits. On the other hand, if the water influx is more than the extraction
rate, the water will advance. And, if the extracted water flow rate is more than the water
influx, the water layer will retreat. [4]
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5: Effect of water extracted from pipe. a) under extracting makes
the axial movement advanced (b) Over-extracting makes the
axial movement retreats.
We may form an analogy between the new inline water/oil separator and a tank
having inflow and outflow of water. A more realistic analogy would have the tank
boundary changing as the oil flow changes. For simplicity, we will designate the water
layer front axial movement in the pipe as the water level. [4]

2.4 Experiment Setup

In order to develop the water extraction control system of the inline water/oil
separator, a pilot plant is developed in order to test the phenomena and to develop the
control system. In this section, a discussion is given of the mechanical set-up and the
electronic set-up of the system. [4]
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2.4.1 Mechanical Setup

The experimental set-up is shown in Figure 2.6. It is made up of liquid delivery
and recovery systems, which include an oil tank, water tanks and a two-stage separator
water/oil gravity separator. Both the oil and the water tanks are connected with a pump at
their discharge. The discharge of the oil pump is connected to a filter. The oil line and
water line are joined at a T-joint. This causes sufficient mixing in order to simulate the
actual mixture of oil produced from the oil fields either exiting the choke at the wellhead
of the manifold. [4]

The pipeline after the T-joint is inclined downhill followed by a horizontal
section, which in turn is followed by the main extraction pipe section, which is inclined
uphill. The three sections (downhill, horizontal and uphill) are installed in order to
simulate the phenomena described in the previous section. Following the extraction
section of the pipe is the instrumented section, where the presence and axial extent of the
water in the oil are detected. The outlet of this last section is routed towards the two-stage
gravity separation tank. [4]

The extraction ports drain the extracted water under the action of gravity into the
main water storage tanks, via motor-operated-valves (MOVs). The water in these tanks is
fed to the main water tank using a level-controlled pump, which would fill the main water
tank whenever the water level in this tank drops below a certain predefined level. [4]
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Uphill Inclined Section

Downhill Inclined Section

Oil Delivery Pump

Oil
Tank

Horizontal Section

Oil Bypass Line

Water Separator Tanks

Water Bypass Line

Water
Tank

Oil/ Water
Separator Tank
Water Delivery Pump

Water Recovery Pump

Figure 2.6: Mechanical Set-Up for the In-line water/Oil separator

Flow Meter
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2.4.2 Instrumental Setup

Now the challenging part is how to detect the axial movement of the water layer
front, and how to use this information to control the water extraction rate such that the
separator will be dynamically stable. We will describe here the principle of measuring the
axial water movement, while the other part will be explained later in Chapter 4.

The loop is equipped with conductivity-based probes to detect the axial water
layer movement by detecting the presence of water-in-oil. It is basically composed of a
pair of electrodes that penetrate the pipe wall and are immersed into the liquid stream. An
AC (or DC) signal is sent in parallel through these electrodes, and the voltage is
measured across the pair of electrodes. Then, if water passes over them (they are placed
near the bottom of the pipe), the electrical conductivity increases (resistance decreases).
On the other hand, if oil covers these electrodes, the conductivity decreases (resistance
increases) and the reading will be of an open circuit. This principle is used to differentiate
between the presences of water from oil.

In order to build a meter to detect the axial water layer movement, a series of
electrodes are connected along the pipe as shown in Figure 2.7. The water layer advances
or retreats according to the difference between water influx and water extraction rates.
The electrodes are connected to a Data Acquisition System (the details of the connection
are provided in Chapter 4, Figure 4.2). The signals are then routed to the control system
where they will be used in the control decisions. The output from the control system is
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then processed through the Data Acquisition System and a signal is sent towards the
motor-operated-valves that control the extraction ports.

Data
Acquisition
Data
Acquisition

Control
System

Figure 2.7: In-Line Water Separator Instrumental Set-Up

2.5 Principle of Operation

As discussed earlier, two stratified (separate) layers of water and oil flow
concurrently in the uphill section of the pipe in order to separate water from oil by
extracting all the water that is entering the system at the extraction zone using the
measured parameters from the instrumented pipe section.

At the instrumented section, conductivity probes detect water presence and the
read signal will determine the location of the water layer front (Process Variable PV), and
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then passes it on to the control system where it will be compared with a set-point (SP)
value. The error between the set-point value (SP) and the Process Variable value will be
used to make the decision in the control system. In case (SP-PV) is positive, which
means that the water layer front is below the set point, signal will be sent to close the
motor-operated-valves (MOV) to reduce water extraction. However, in case the (SP-PV)
is negative, which means that the water layer front is above the set-point, the signal will
be sent to open the MOV in order to increase water extraction.

The objective of the control system is, therefore, clear. It is to control the axial
extent of the water layer front within an operative range near the set point.

Chapter 3

ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS

3.1 Introduction

Many approaches are developed to identify system relation input/output. Most of
the methods based on linear system approach like Least Square Methods, PEM,
Maximum Likelyhood ..etc. These methods have many limitations to identify non-linear
system because most of industrial processes are non linear processes [5] [6]. Now days
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is one of the popular methods used to identify non
linear system because of its capability to identify almost any nonlinear function. The
research field of ANN was conducted by two extremes of sciences: people who are
interested in solving problems (like engineers, computer scientists, and people in
industrial sector), and people who are interested in understanding living system (like
biologists, psychologists, philosophers, mathematicians, and physicists) [2].

ANN applications are widely used in engineering, for example, in function
approximations, pattern recognition, system classification, communications, signal &
image processing, power systems, and adaptive controllers. Neural Network’s potential in
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learning linear and non linear systems is because of its non-linear and multi-stage
structure [2] [3] [7].

3.2 Biological Understanding

In biology, any living animals have nervous system composed of a few of
hundreds of neurons in simple creatures or hundreds of billions in the human brain.
Neuron sometimes called nerve cell process the information. The neuron is consists of:
cell body (soma), and two types of branches: the axon and the dendrites. The cell body
composed of nucleus that holds the information of the hereditary traits and plasma which
is responsible for producing material needed by neuron.[8] [7]

As operational, the neuron receives the impulse signal from other neuron through
its dendrites (receiver), where it is processed by the neuron nucleus. The signal is then
transmitted along the axon (transmitter) through its stranded branches. The terminal of
the strands called synapses which are an elementary structure of the functional unit
between two neurons (axon and dendrites). When the impulse signal reaches the axon
synapse, certain chemical called neurotransmitters are released. This chemical defuses
across the synaptic gap in order to enhance or inhibit the receptor neuron's tendency to
emit electrical impulses. The effectiveness of the synapse is adjusted by the signal
adjusted by the signal passes through. Therefore, the synapses can learn from the
activities they contribute. This is called history of the activities which is possibly the
responsible for the human memory. Figure 3.1 shows a sketch of biological neuron.[7]
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The cerebral cortex in human is flat sheet of about 2~3 millimeters thick having
surface area of about 2,200 cm2. It contains about 1011 neurons that are massively
connected. Each neuron is connected to 103 to 104 other neurons. The human brain
contains approximately 1014 to 1015 interconnections.[7]

Synapse
Axon

Synapse

Dendrites
Axon

Dendrites
Synapse

Soma

Soma
Figure 3.1: Biological neuron

3.3

ANN History Overview

The work in Artificial Neural Networks started in the early 1943. Since that time
till today, two pair of revolutions were developed in this field of research. The first
revolution started in 1943, two American scientists Warren McCulloch and Walter Pitts
published their startling results in Network constructed by Binary Decision units (BDNs).
Each of the inputs (typically in form of vecotor X) to the BDN is multiplied with its
associated synapse weight (W in the form of vector) to obtain the effect of that input.
X=[x1, x2, …xn], and W=[w1, w2, …, wn]T The result of the BDN net(X) is the summation
of each term over all the inputs over an activation function:
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net(X) = f(X.W+w0)
= f(∑ wi.xi)

, where i=0~n, xi=1

(3.1)

Where, w0 is bias, used in some of the calculation and f(.) is an activation function in this
case is unit step function having 0 threshold. The positive weights match up with
excitatory synapses, while the negative weights model inhibitory synapses. They showed
that these networks can perform any logical function on its inputs. In analogy with
biological neuron, the wires and interconnections models the axon and dendrites,
connection weights model the synapses, and the threshold activiation function represents
the activities of the cell body (soma). This was supporting the start for the development
of human thought prototype [2] [7]. Figure 3.2 shows McCuloch-Pitts model of neuron.

1
w0
x1
x2

w1

∑

w2

xn

net (X)

f(.)

Output
y

wn

Figure 3.2: BDN computation- Graphical representation
It follows in 1960, the algorithm of LMS was discovered as training rule for
adaptive elements [3]. The beauty of these types of networks is that they were presented
the model of sort of nerve cell used in human brain to support the idea of thinking.
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In 1962, Frank Rosenblatt, and several of his colleagues showed the training
method of the BDNs, where they called it “perceptron”. The training method used what
are called the connection weights. In this case, the connecting weight is the most
important term in the neural networks calculation and their modification (training) is one
of the open researches till the present day. So far, the most effective training algorithm is
not established and yearly many proposals are derived to train these weights [2].

The basic idea of training this network is by changing the value of the connection
weights which will lead to the output result to be improved to be closer to desire value.
When Rosenblatt introduced this idea he showed that this model is duplicating to some
extent the activity of the human brain. While McCulloch and Pitts indicated that the
BDNs could solve any logical task, Rosenblatt has added that these networks can also, be
trained to classify any pattern set [2].

By 1969 many people lost their attraction in Neural Networks when Marvin
Minsky and Seymour Papert showed that perceptrons are limited and can not solve some
very simple pattern classification like the XOR function i.e separating the binary pattern
(-1,-1),0; (1,1),0; from the pattern (1,-1),1; (-1,1),1 Figure 3.3.To solve such problem, it is
essential to have neurons which are not seen in the out world. These neurons called
“Hidden Neurons” which is difficult to train by making their output closer to the desired
values given by the training set. So, if the case of linearly inseparable problem there must
be hidden layer of neurons in order to convert it to linearly separable problem [2].
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Figure 3.3: XOR problem with BDN classification. Geometric
presentation of the linearly separable for the AND and OR
function, and non-linearly separable function XOR.
In addition to that, Minsky and Papert has also showed that training such
networks especially with hidden layer takes very long time and it is directly proportion
with number of neurons in hidden layers [2].

The researches in Neural Networks then went into relatively slow growth since
Minsy and Papert discovery. The second revolution started when the power of computers
increased and allowed simulation with complicated calculations. Meanwhile, the
difficulties of training hidden neurons was solved by the Backpropagation algorithm
which was introduced by Paul Werbos in 1974, and rediscovered by Parker and LeCun in
1985 [2] [3]. Backpropagation allowed the error between the Neural Network result and
the desired result to be propagated backwards from output Neuron towards input neuron
passing through the hidden neurons. This method gives very precise modifications of the
weights on the hidden neurons [2].
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Another source for further researches in Neural Networks was the result from the
paper of John Hopfield in 1982 and the related work of Grossberg and collaborators in
1983. The analyz the dynamics of networks by introducing powerful method based on
Lypunov functions. It showed how the BDNs networks can be tied to each other and
asynchronously updated and can be seen to develop time as if the system was decreasing
the energy mount to find a minimum. Hopfield showed the possibility to form the energy
landscape in order to find out the desired set of minima [2].

3.4

Neural Network Types

From the above we can understand that there are two extreme of the architectures
of the networks: feedforward networks and recurrent networks. In the first type of
network, the inputs move through the network to become an output. However, the
recurrent networks (like Hopfield Network) have constant feedback from the neurons of
the network to each other [2] [3]. Each of these types of networks can be analogized with
two different topologies the first one is line networks and the other is circular networks
[2] [7]. Figure 3.4 shows the classification of ANN family.
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Neural Networks

Feed-forward Networks

Single-layer
preceptron

Multi-layer
preceptron

Radial Basis
Function nets

Recurrent/feedback Networks
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ART
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Figure 3.4: Classification of the feed-forward, and recurrent/feedback Networks

3.4.1 Training of Neural Networks

Training of Neural Networks can be classified in three types supervised,
reinforcement, and unsupervised. The supervised type of training is like Backpropagation
where the targets are known and the networks tries to find out the proper weight by back
propagating the error between the actual network outputs and the target output throughout
the hidden layer. Once the target became equal to the network outputs the training will
stop and the unit will be ready to use. In other words usually the supervised training has
set of inputs and outputs [2].

The second type of training is reinforcement training algorithm, some time they
call it “punish/ reward” or “bootstrapping”. This type of training can solve problems
when uncertainty in the error signal where supervised training method can not be applied
due to non available of set of input and output data [2][3][8]. In this case, the Neural
Networks has a reinforcement signal which is indicating how the neural network is good.
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This signal found out using “critic”. After that, neural networks will use this information
in the training procedure to update the concerned weight [8].

In unsupervised training algorithm, the network adjusts its weights by itself using
the input only. The target data are not used, so that it cannot find out the errors as a
feedback for learning. Furthermore, the output neurons are trained to respond to clusters
of patterns from the inputs based on some criteria. In this case, the neural networks
discover the statistical features on the input and will update the weights to find out the
output. If there are one or more criteria, the networks can find out any existing
regularities, patterns, classifications ...etc. So, unsupervised learning the network adapts
itself so that similar inputs produce the same representative outputs [2] [3] [8].

In this thesis, supervised training will be demonstrated using Radial Basis
Function Networks.

3.5

Feedforward Networks

In general, ANN is Multilayer network consist of input layer, output layer and one
or more hidden layers. Each layer consists of number of neurons which each of them is
connected with all neuron of previous and next layer. Each connection has its associated
weight. In addition, each neuron consists of linear calculation followed with nonlinear
function at its output end [2] [8] [9] [10]. As the architecture of the ANN become
complex, as its capability to learn nonlinear function become better. But in this case, the
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training of these neural networks became very difficult [5][6][2]. Fortunately, it has been
demonstrated that with no more than one hidden layer can map almost any nonlinear
function

3.5.1

Single-Layer Preceptron

Single Layer Preceptron is the simplest form of the Neural Networks which is
used for the classification of linearly separable set of data. The organization of this
method is in Figure 3.5. As mentioned earlier the computation of this method is similar
the BDN calculation:
net(X) = X.W+w0
y = f(∑ wi.xi)

, where i=0~n, xi=1

(3.2)

The of the activation function is f(.) is always a nonlinear function and its selection
depends on the application of the Neuron. In other ward, it might be function of threshold
of zero if the desire output is binary (0, or 1).
f(x) = 0

if x<0

=1

if x>0

(3.3)

However if the output of the ANN is a real number, the activation function might be a
sigmoid function. [7] Other typical types of activation function can be seen in the Figure
3.5
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.5: Typical activation function (a)Threshold, (b)piecewise linear, (c)sigmoid, and
(d) Gaussian
As mentioned in the previous section the training algorithm for the weight is
opened for the research and there are many algorithms is defined to train the weights: like
the Sequential Least Square SLS, or Recursive Least Square RLS methods. In this section
we will explain the training algorithm using the Normalized Least Mean Square NLMS.

Before we start speaking about NLMS we have to stop a while in Least Mean
Square (LMS), which is one form of the family of stochastic gradient algorithms, based
on deterministic gradient method. This technique was introduced by Widrow & Hoff in
1959. LMS technique is widely used in online estimation of taps weights that solves the
Wiener Hopf equation. Steepest descent technique is used in the estimation of Weiener
filter [3], [8], [9]:
1
w (n + 1) = w (n) + η [− ∇J (n)]
2
= w(n) + η[p − Rw (n)]

(3.4)
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Where R is the instantaneous auto-covariance and p is instantaneous is the crosscovariance between the input and the desired output. So, the steepest descent algorithm
becomes:
w ( n + 1) = w ( n) + ηe( n) x( n)

(3.5)

Where x(n) is the input vector
w(n) is weight vector.

η is learning rate
e(n) is the error from the previous estimate
Normalized Least Mean Square NLMS was introduced to adapt η such that changes in of
tap coefficients is minimized. In this case is η adjusted so that w(n+1) minimizes the
error signal of x(n) so that the disturbance reduces to the minimal [9]. So, in this case η
became:
~

η=

η
α + x T ( n) x( n)

(3.6)

~

where 0<η <2, and α ≥ 0

α is regularization factor that will stabilize the calculation numerically. Therefore, LMS
became the famous equation of NLMS.

In this type of algorithm each neuron of the Preceptron layer has a simple NLMS
calculation with nonlinear function at its output. NLMS can be describes as below [9]:
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w (n + 1) = w (n) +

ηe( n ) x ( n )
α + x T ( n) x ( n)

y ( n ) = w T ( n) x( n )
φ (n) = f ( y (n))

(3.7)

^

e( n ) = d i − y
Where f(.) is nonlinear function, which commonly uses sigmoid function.
Figure 3.6 shows the block diagram of the hidden neurons and outer neurons calculations.
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Figure 3.6: NLMS Training algorithm

3.5.2 Multilayer Preceptron

Multilayer perceptron (MLP) composed of one or more hidden layer. The
generalized structure of MLP is shown in the next Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Multi-Layer Preceptron. It shows the Input Layer, Hidden Layer and
Output Layer
The most common training method for the MLP Networks is the Backpropagation
which is based on supervised learning algorithm. The algorithm is based on reduction of
cost function which leads to the gradient descent procedure. The inputs to outputs
calculation is the forward computation. The error between the target value and the
calculated value is used to update the weight in the backward calculation; in other ward
the error is backpropagating from the outputs toward the inputs to update the weights.
This type of weight training algorithm is called Backpropagation. The general technique
for the Backpropagation is as below [11] :
1. Calculate the output vector by applying set of the input vector. Using the equation
of the BDN calculation
2. Compare the actual value with the desire value and calculate the error
3. Determine the direction of weight updating in the (+ ve) or in the (– ve) direction
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4. Determine the amount of change of each of the weights
5. Apply the new correction to each of the weights
6. Repeat the 1 to 5 to all the training set until the error for all vectors is reduced to
the minimum.
To define the exact procedure of the Backpropagation, step 6 asks for criteria for the
minimizing the error. In the Backpropagation uses the Generalized Delta Rule GDR. The
cost function to minimize, in this case, is the sum of square errors.

Ep =

1 M 2
∑ δ pk
2 k =1

(3.8)

The Backpropagation method can be summarized as below [11]:
1. Get the Training set of the input values as a vector xp = [ xp1, xp2, … xpN]', and
output vector yp = [yp1, yp2, … ypL]'
2. Initialize the weight with random numbers.
3. Compute the input values to the hidden layer:
N

net = ∑ wijh x pi + w0
h
pj

(3.9)

i =1

4. Compute the output from the hidden layer

i pj = f jh (net hpj )

(3.10)

5. Compute the net-input value the to each neuron of the output layer
L

net

o
pk

= ∑ wkjo x pj + w0
j =1

(3.11)

6. Compute the output from the output layer:

o pk = f ko (net opk )

(3.12)
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7. Compute the error from the output neuron:

δ pko = ( y pk − o pk ) f ko / (net opk )

(3.13)

8. compute the error for the hidden neuron:

δ pjh = f jh / (net hpj )∑ δ pko wkjo

(3.14)

k

9. Update the weight in the output layer
o
wkjo (n + 1) = wkjo (n) + ηδ pk
i pj

(3.15)

10. Update the weight in the hidden layer:

w hji (n + 1) = w hji (n) + ηδ pjh xi

(3.16)

11. Compute the sum of square error, if the value reaches to reasonable value, stop
the algorithm and use the calculated weight for the prediction or function
approximation.

The Backpropagation algorithm is used only if we have set of input/output data.
These data normally divided into two groups. The firs group is used to train the network
till satisfactory Sum of Square Error reached. Furthermore, the other group is used for the
validation of the model. Therefore, the training of the MLP using the Backpropagation
training technique is always performed offline. [7] [11]

3.5.3 Radial Basis Function Networks RBFN

Radial Basis Function Networks (RBFN) is one the ANN techniques that has to
do with distance criterion with respect to center, like circle, ellipse or Gaussian. The main
advantage of the RBFN over the MLP is that it has simpler structure and straight forward
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training algorithm. The RBFN network has three layers: the input layer, one hidden layer,
and output layer. We can say it is a special class of Multilayer feed-forward Network.
The activation function is always Radial Basis Function (RBF) and it is available only at
the hidden layer. The common function used is the Gaussian Function. There are many
method for training this Networks some of them are online and the others offline. [7] [12]

As mentioned in previous paragraph, RBFN is different from MLP in its structure.
It consists of single hidden layer, while MLP may consists of one or more hidden layers.
In RBFN networks, the transfer functions from the input layer to the hidden layer are
non-linear, and from the hidden layer to the output layer are linear. In the other hand, in
MLP, the transfer functions of each hidden layer with the previous layer are nonlinear,
and from the hidden layer to the output layer can be linear or non-linear. Furthermore, the
RBF networks consist of radial basis function at the hidden layer where it will compute
the distance between the input and the center of that RBF unit. However, MLP calculate
the dot product between the input vector and the associated synaptic weights. Figure 3.8
shows the structure of the RBF. [12] [13]
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Figure 3.8: RBF Network
From the Figure, RBF have single output form. Therefore, the output function of
the RBF will be:
K

y = ∑ wk ϕ (u; t k ) + w0

(3.17)

k =1

Where ϕ(u;tk) is the kth radial basis function that will calculate the distance
between the input vector u and the center tk. Typical radial basis function unit is
Gaussian function, but other function like the thin-plate spline function my be used. The
Gaussian function is in the following format:

ϕ(u;tk)= exp[-(u-tk)HCk(u-tk)],

where k=1, 2, 3, …, K

(3.18)

Where tk is the center of the kth radial basis function, and Ck is the width or smoothing
factor. The superscript H is the Hermitian transposition. Ck can be chosen as follows:
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Ck=

1

σ k2

I

(3.19)

Where I is the identity matrix and σk is the width of the Gaussian.
Therefore the Radial basis function becomes [12] [13]:

ϕ(u;tk)= exp(-

1

σ

2
k

||u-tk||2)

(3.20)

The overall equation of the RBF Networks becomes
1

K

∑

y=

wk exp(-

k =1

3.5.3.1

σ

2
k

||u-tk||2)

(3.21)

Fixed center training

The simplest method in the design of the RBFN is to select a set of fixed centers
for the radial basis function units [12] [13]. These centers may be chosen randomly from
the set of the training data. This approach is considered logical since the randomly
selection would distribute the center according to its probability density function of the
training data set. In this case the radial basis function will can be written as:

ϕ(u;tk)= exp(-

K
d

2
max

||u-tk||2), where k=1,2,…,K

(3.22)

Where K is the number of centers (RBF units in the hidden layer), and dmax is the
maximum distance between the selected centers. Therefore, the width σk is fixed for all
the RBF units:

σ=

d max
K

(3.23)
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This selection will ensure that the there are not too sharp or too flat function of the RBF
units.

Further to that, there are many methods used for the selection of the weight in for
the output layer. Least square might be used for the selection of the weight values. In
order to describe this method, we will define set of training data set {ui, di}, where ui is
the input vector and di is the desire output value at given input vector. Then we might
define the interpolation matrix as bellow:
⎡1 ϕ (u1 ; t 1 ) ϕ (u1 ; t 2 ) . . . . ϕ (u1 ; t K ) ⎤
⎢1 ϕ (u ; t ) ϕ (u ; t ) . . . . ϕ (u ; t ) ⎥
2 1
2
2
2
K ⎥
⎢
⎢.
⎥
.
.
.
.
Φ=⎢
⎥
.
.
.
.
⎢.
⎥
⎢.
⎥
.
.
.
.
⎢
⎥
⎣⎢1 ϕ (u N ; t 1 ) ϕ (u N ; t 2 ) .... ϕ (u N ; t K )⎦⎥
d = [d1

d2

(3.24)

.... d N ]

T

Where Φ is the interpolation matrix of (NxK) dimension and d is the desire output of
(Nx1) dimension. Further to that, we can define the weight vector having dimension of
(Kx1) using the method of leas square:
W = (Φ T Φ) −1 Φ T d

(3.25)

So, we can summarize the algorithm for training the RBFN with fixed center as below:
[12]
1. For specific K number of radial basis units, select K centers randomly from the
training data set, and compute the fixed width of the RBF units.
2. Define the interpolation matrix Φ for the given set of N training data set.
3. Compute the weight vector W using the least square method technique.
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3.5.3.2

Online Training method for RBFN

There are many approaches for training the RBFN online, like Recursive Hybrid
Learning Procedure, and Stochastic Gradient Approach. This section will give an
overview on the online training method for RBFN using the Stochastic Gradient
Approach. [12] [13]

Stochastic Gradient approach is supervised learning process for RBFN which
means that it is based on error-correction learning. The principle of this method is similar
to that for the Least Mean Square LMS. [13] [12] In order to develop the technique, first
we have to define the cost function (Sum Square Error):
K
1 N ⎡
1
2 ⎤
ε = ∑ ⎢d n − ∑ wk exp(− 2 u (n) − t k )⎥
2 n =1 ⎣
σk
k =1
⎦

2

(3.26)

Then we have to take the gradient of ε with respect to tk and with respect to σk separately.
This will lead to the following equations [12] [14]:

t k (n + 1) = t k ( n) − η t

∂ε
∂t k

σ ( n + 1) = σ (n) − η σ
2
k

2
k

(3.27)

∂ε
∂σ k

2

Where tk(n+1): centers at hidden layer k at n+1 iteration,
and

σ k2 (n + 1) : Variances “Width of the Radial Basis” at k+1 iteration for k layer.
By solving the equation, we will lead to the Stochastic Gradient Algorithm for the

design of the RBF. Pleas note that k now stands for the: [12] [14]
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t (n + 1) = t (n) + 2 µ e(n) w(n)φ (n)
k
k
c

x( n) − t ( n )
k
2
σ
k

x ( n ) − t ( n)
k
σ 2 (n + 1) = σ 2 (n) + µ e(n) w(n)φ (n)
k
k
σ
σ2
^
e( n ) = d − y
i

Where:

µc : training rate of the Centers
di : Desire value

^
y : Calculated value from the RBFN
w(n) : weights from the output layer

φ (n) : Covariance matrix
µσ : Training rate for the RBF width

2

(3.28)

Chapter 4

CONTROL SYSTEM SETUP

4.1 ANN Control System Overview

Artificial Neural Networks has been used in many applications in the field of
Computer and Engineering. Many of the applications were for pattern classification,
clustering,

function

approximation,

prediction

forecasting,

image

processing,

optimization, and control systems. The popularity of ANN is because of its capability to
approximate (identify) almost any nonlinear system.

As indicated in Chapter 2, the objective of this work is to develop an adaptive
control system to control the Water/ Oil Separator. In order to do so, Neural Network is
chosen to be the base of this controller. In this chapter, we will illustrate the methodology
and the program used for the development.

Figure 4.1 shows the structure of the System Block Diagram. It consists of
Hardware and Software parts. The hardware part is covered in the input probes and
output valves blocks. on the other hand, the other blocks: input processing, control
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system and output processing blocks are implemented in the software. In the coming
sections, more details will be provided for these blocks.

The complete program was implemented using LabView version 7.0. The
software written for each block will be shown and explained in detail in its respective
section.

Input
Probes

Input
Processing

Control
System

Output
Processing

Output
Valves

Figure 4.1 System Block Diagram

4.2 Input Probes Block

The first block to be described is the input probes. The overview of these probes
has been illustrated briefly in Chapter 2. As described earlier, the conductivity probes are
used to measure the conductivity of the liquid in which they are immersed and thus to
indicate the axial location of the water in the pipe by knowing which probe is in the water
and which one is in the oil. Figure 4.2 shows the circuit diagram for the connection of
these probes with the Data Acquisition System CH0 to CHn. In this case, if the probe is
immersed in oil it will show high resistance. This high resistance will result in low
voltage generated at the analog input card CH0~CHn. On the other hand, if the probe is
immersed in water it will show very low resistance which will result in high voltage
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generated at the analog input card CH0~CHn. The measured voltage is then processed
further to the input-processing block.
Conductivity Probe

+
-

CH0

CH1

CH2

CHn

GND
Figure 4.2 Analog Input signal to the Data Acquisition.

4.3 Input Processing Block

Input processing block is block used to recondition the signals coming from the
input probes to a signal understood by the control system block. Figure 4.3 shows the
general block details for input processing: Signal Conditioning, Fault detection, and the
Axial level calculation. Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 shows the main programs for the
implementation of the input processing block.
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>
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Figure 4.3: General Block Diagram from Input Processing

Fault
Indication
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Figure 4.4 Input Feedback "Input Processing" program
Figure 4.4 shows the program for the input processing "Input_read" where it
consists of ADI_to_AI subprogram shown in Figure 4.5.

In our case, the control system needs only single analog signal to indicate the
axial location of the water. The first part is to extract the useful information from the
probes. This is simply done by using a comparator that will give a value of 1 in case the
probe voltage is greater than a certain threshold value. This threshold value shall be
chosen properly to be grater than the voltage generated in case oil is covering the
conductivity probe. The first part of Figure 4.3 shows the block diagram for signal
conditioning. Similarly, the first part of the program (ADI_to_AI) in Figure 4.5 shows
signal conditioning for the voltage measured. The inputs to this program are the threshold
and the series of the measured voltages for the analog channels. The output from this part
is a matrix having 1’s or 0’s.
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Figure 4.5: ADI to AI sub program. This program is responsible for the calculation of the axial level of water.

As shown, the matrix of the binary numbers is then passed to fault detection
algorithm (Figures 4.3, 4.5). The aim of this algorithm is to verify that the values
generated from signal conditioning are correct. For example, if probe n detects water
(binary number = 1) whereas probes n-1 and n+1 do not detect water (binary number
= 0), then probe n value shall be changed to no water (binary number = 1) and
consider that this probe has failed. Another case, where probe n-1, and n did not
detect water, while probe n+1 did, then probe n shall continue with no water
detection, but a fault shall be indicated for probe n. Table 4.1 shows all possible cases
in Truth Table Format, along with its explanation for each case. Note that, there are 2
functions. The first one has the name ‘output’ and it will show the new output value
after analyzing the conditions at probes n-1 and n. The second function is Fault
where the detected fault will be indicated to the user.

Converting the truth table to a Boolean Function will make the Detection Fault
algorithm:
Fault = yx'+zy'

(4.1)

Output= xz+xy= x(y+z)

(4.2)

Figure 4.6 shows the algorithm for fault detection. In this program, a virtual
probe, having a binary value of 1, is added for the analysis before the first probe.
Another virtual probe, having a binary value of 0, is added after the last probe. In this
program the input are the probes, and the output is made up of the fault, and the
corrected probes.
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Table 4.1: Fault detection Truth Table

S/n
0
1

x
Input(n1)
0
0

2

0

y
Input(n)
0
0

z
Input
(n+1)
0
1

Output
0
0

Fault
(n)
0
1

1

0

0

1

3

0

1

1

0

1

4

1

0

0

0

0

5
6
7

1
1
1

0
1
1

1
0
1

1
1
1

1
0
0

Failure Description
No water indication, no failure detected at probe(n)
No water indication, failure indication at (n) since
No water indication since the probe(n-1) and (n+1) did not
see flow, consider failure at probe (n)
No water indication since the probe(n-1) did not see level (if
studied the case at (n-1) we will see this condition will not
appear at any time compare with S/n 1, 5), probe (n+1)
shows faulty signal since probe (n-1) did not see the level
No water indication, no failure detected at probe(n)
Water indication shall be available since there is level at
probe(n-1) and probe(n+1)
Water indication available, and there is no faulty at probe(n)
Water indication available, and there is no faulty at probe(n)
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Figure 4.6 Fault Detection Program
The corrected signals measured by the fault detection program output function
are then processed to the axial level calculation shown in Figure 4.5. This part of the
program will multiply the digitized value (1, 0) by a scaling factor in order to
calculate the axial location of water where it will be used further in the next block
(Control System Block). Therefore, if we consider that the probes are equally spaced
along the pipe, the total length can be expressed in percentage of the water level to
represent the axial water layer movement. Whereas the first probe considered at 0%,
the axial length calculation will be equal to:
N −1

h = (∑
i =1

1
) * 100
N −1

(4.3)
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4.4 Control System Block

The control system consists of two parts. The first part is the adaptive Neural
Networks Controller that controls the system. The aim of this controller is to make
sure that the axial level remains in the acceptable range, defined a priori. To achieve
this, an anti-wind up algorithm is used along with the NN controller in order to
overcome the problems that might arise during the operation of the motor operated
control valves. Figure 4.7 shows the block diagram of the control system block. In our
application, Feed-Forward Radial Basis Function Neural Network is used because of
its advantages over the MLP.

From Input
Processing

RBF
Neural Network
Controller

Anti-Windup

To Output
Processing

Figure 4.7: Control System Block Diagram

4.4.1 Neural Networks Based Controller

The basic principle of control is to identify the inverse of the plant transfer
function. In this case, by cascading the stabilized plant, its inverse will make the loop
gain unity. Therefore, the required input (set-point) will be tracked by the output from
the stabilized plant. This principle is used to identify the inverse of the plant transfer
function using an on-line identification for Neural Networks. Figure 4.8 illustrates the
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general block diagram for the adaptive ANN controller. In this case the input to the
ANN will be the set-point SP and the regression values of the axial level (process
value PV). The training criterion for the ANN in this case is the error between the SP
and the PV. As shown in the previous chapter, ANN is used to identify almost any
non-linear function by minimizing the Sum Square Error SSE. In our case the error =
SP- PV. By doing this, the plant axial level PV will try to track the SP when the ANN
tries to minimize this error. Furthermore, if the plant characteristics changed because
of its non-linearity, the on-line identification will immediately respond to the changes
and tries to minimize the new error. From this point of view the ANN based adaptive
controller is constructed.

+ error
SP

Inverse ANN

Stabilized Plant

PV

Figure 4.8: Inverse ANN as Adaptive Controller

To construct the ANN controller, block based programming is used. The
inverse ANN is decomposed to blocks. The first level block is the adaptive blocks
where Centers and RBF width are adjusted. The outputs from them are directly
correcting the values in each of the RBF calculations. The calculation used for the
RBFN Neural Networks is the same as what is described in section 3.4.3.2 :
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x( n) − t ( n)
i
φ (n) = exp(−
2
σ

2
)

t (n + 1) = t (n) + 2 µ e(n) w(n)φ (n)
k
k
c

x( n) − t ( n )
k
2
σ
k

x( n ) − t ( n)
k
σ 2 (n + 1) = σ 2 (n) + µ e(n) w(n)φ (n)
k
k
σ
σ2

(4.4)
2

^
e( n ) = d − y
i

The output layer uses the calculation of NLMS where the calculations as below:
w (n + 1) = w (n) +

ηe ( n ) x ( n )
α + x T ( n) x ( n )

(4.5)

y ( n) = w T ( n) x( n)
Where η is the learning rate for the NLMS.

The structure of the RBFN for 3 Motor-Operated-Valves (MOVs) is illustrated
in Figure 4.9. There are 5 inputs to the hidden layer, which are the set-point and the
four previous scan values of the axial level of the water layer front. The RBFN is
made up of 3 groups of RBF_5X1, which is responsible of controlling each MOV. An
anti-windup controller is added to the system in order to stop the ANN in case any
MOV is saturated open or close. Further detail of this controller will be given in the
next section.

The whole program is written using LABVIEW version 7.0. The coming
paragraphs will give an overview of the program and how it is structured.
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ϕ(u,t1)

RBF
5X1

ϕ(u,t2)

MOV1

ϕ(u,t5)

ϕ(u,t6)

RBF
5X1

ϕ(u,t7)

MOV2

ϕ(u,t10)

ϕ(u,t11)

RBF
5X1

ϕ(u,t12)

MOV3

ϕ(u,t15)

Figure 4.9: RBFN for 3 Valves Outputs

4.4.1.1

LABVIEW Program ANN Controller

As demonstrated earlier about the calculation for each neuron of the ANN,
Figure 4.10 shows the overall program for the ANN and the anti-windup. It composed
of the following subprograms: RBF_5X1, Level Feedback, MOVs, and Anti-windup.
The Anti-windup will be explained in the next section while the MOV subprogram
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will be explained in the output processing section. These subprograms are integrated
together in order to form the inverse Artificial Neural Network Controller.

Figure 4.10: Main program of the Inverse ANN controller
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In order to explain the program, Figure 4.11 shows the subprogram used for
the RBF_5X1. There are three of them where each is responsible for the output to a
single MOV. The input to this sub-program is the input (input layer: set-point and
four of the previous scanned values of the axial level), error (between the set-point
and the axial water level), nu_nLMS (training rate for the output layer), Beta_nLMS
(regularization factor), mu_c_RBF (training rate for the center), mu_sigma_RBF
(training rate for the RBF width), and the iteration number. The output from this
program is the output_NN. Again, this program has further subprograms that are
responsible for the calculations in each of the RBF in the hidden layer, and the
NLMS_for which is responsible for the calculations in the output layer neuron. The
RBF is the single unit in the hidden layer.

Figure 4.12 shows the program for the RBF. The inputs to this block are Input
(x), w(n), Error, mu_c, mu_sigma, and the iteration number. The iteration number
is used here in order to distinguish the first iteration loop used in order to randomize
the weights initially. Again, this block has further subprograms for updating the center
C_cor and the radial basis width Sigma_cor (Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14).
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Figure 4.11: Program used for RBF_5X1 that contains the five RBF units in the
hidden layer and a single neuron at the output layer nLMS_for.

Figure 4.12: Program for Single RBF unit in the hidden layer
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Figure 4.13: Center Correction Subprogram

Figure 4.14: RBF width Correction sigma_cor for RBF unit
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The output layer subprogram NLMS_for is shown in Figure 4.15. The inputs
to the subprogram are the input (outputs from the RBF hidden layer), the error,
nu_nLMS (learning rate for the weights), and alpha_nLMS (regularization factor).

Figure 4.15: Output layer subprogram NLMS_for

4.4.2 Anti-windup controller

One of the difficulties facing the controller action is the case of valve
becoming saturated either open or close. In this case the controller will continue
sending a value to the control valve for controlling the level, although the valve is
saturated open or close. This nonlinearity causes delay in the controller if the water
level had crossed again the set-point, which is exactly similar to the wind-up problem
with a PID controller [15] [16].

Many approaches are developed to minimize windup (Anti-windup). The first
mechanism is achieved by measuring the difference between the controller output and
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the plant input. This signal will equal zero only if both are the same. Hence, this
situation will not affect the state of the controller. However, when this value is not
equal to zero, a compensation mechanism is implemented. Another approach is by
using nominal dynamic controller that uses feedback to update its stats. In this case,
the saturated output is used to update the controllers [15].

We have modified the first approach in order to solve this problem, where the
case of saturation and errors from the set point was studied in details. As a result,
combinational LOGIC gates are used to identify the saturation in addition to error
condition. The outputs from the combinational logic gates are used to stop the
controller algorithm and keep the output to the valves in its condition in case
saturation is detected. If the level crossed the set point again, the controller will start
operating again (resetting the saturation detection).

Table 4.2 shows all of the conditions studied to develop the anti-windup
controller. The over range and under range of the MOVs are detected if the output to
the MOVs is grater than 100% or Less than 0%. Furthermore, the error is the
difference between the set point and the axial level. In order to make the anti-windup
controller more flexible, the error was studied in three zones. The first zone is when
the error is greater than 10%, the second zone is when it is less than -10%, and the
third zone is when the error is between +/- 10%. This way, hysterisis of +/- 10% can
be developed around the set point. The results are studied and mapped into the output
function F which is responsible for starting the algorithm of the ANN controller or
sending out the old value to the MOVs. The value of Zero in the Table 4.2 means the
condition is not satisfied, while the value of One means that abnormality is detected.
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Moreover, if the valve is between 0~100% and the error is within +/- 10%, the
algorithm of the ANN shall work till an abnormality is detected. However, if the level
is less than the set point by 10 % or is grater than the set point by 10%, while the
valve is within its operational range, the ANN controller shall operate in this case.
Similarly, if the level is less than the set point by 10% and the valve is saturated open,
the algorithm shall operate in this case to close the valve in order to increase the axial
level. Finally, if the level is at a location greater than the set point by 10% and the
valve is saturated close, the algorithm shall operate in order to open the valve to
decrease the axial level.

On the other hand, if the axial level is more than the set point and the valve is
saturated open, the ANN algorithm shall stop in order to decrease the level. Similarly,
if the axial level is less than the set point by 10% and the valve is saturated close, the
ANN algorithm shall stop in order to increase the level. All these cases were studied
in detail in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: Truth Table for the Anti-windup sub-program
MOV
S/n

Error

Output
Description of process

0

Under
range
0

Over
range
0

-10%
0

10%
0

F
1

1

0

0

0

1

1

2
3
4

0
0
0

0
0
1

1
1
0

0
1
0

1
X
1

5

0

1

0

1

1

6

0

1

1

0

0

7

0

1

1

1

X

8

1

0

0

0

1

9

1

0

0

1

0

10

1

0

1

0

1

11
12
13
14
15

1
1
1
1
1

0
1
1
1
1

1
0
0
1
1

1
0
1
0
1

X
X
X
X
X

valve within range and error within range, algorithm shall run
level is less than set point and valve is normal, algorithm shall run
level is more than set point and valve is normal, algorithm shall run
don't care condition
error within range and valve is saturated close, algorithm shall run, tuning
shall be careful & error range to be considered
level is less than set point and valve is saturated open, algorithm shall run to
close the valve
level is more than set point and valve is saturated open algorithm shall stop
to decrease the level
don't care condition
level is normal and valve is saturated open, algorithm shall run, tuning shall
be careful & error range to be considered
level is less than set point and valve is saturated close algorithm shall stop to
increase the level
level is more than set point and valve is saturated close, algorithm shall run
to open the valve to decrease level
don't care condition
don't care condition
don't care condition
don't care condition
don't care condition
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Now if we consider MOV’s under range to be W, MOV’s overrange to be X, the
error less than -10% to be Y, and the error grater than +10% to be Z, then the truth table
can be expressed using a simple Boolean function:
F=Z'W'+ZX'+Z'Y'

(4.6)

Now, in order to implement the anti-windup controller using LABVIEW, the
Boolean function is written as a subprogram. Figure 4.16 shows the anti-windup
subprogram. As indicated in Figure 4.6, anti-windup is affecting the operation of the
ANN controller algorithm. In this case, if the function F is true then the algorithm of the
Case Program will operate the ANN algorithm (Figure 4.17), but if F is False then the
value to be sent to the valve is passed through the case program which will hold the old
value of the MOV (Figure 4.18).

Figure 4.16: Anti-Windup Sub-program
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Anti-windup is implemented against each MOV alone, so each RBF_5X1 will
work alone. Therefore, in case the MOV1 is saturated open or close while the axial level
is abnormal, its associated ANN algorithm will stop. The stoppage of MOV1 Controller
does not mean that MOV2 or MOV3 will stop.

Figure 4.17: Main Program with Normal operation- Anti-windup Function (True)
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Figure 4.18: Main Program with MOV1 Saturated Anti-Windup Function (False)
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4.5 Output Processing

Output processing is a process responsible for converting the output value from
the controller to a value understood by the Motor Operated Valve. In our particular case,
the output from the controller has an open range between the negative to the positive
values. Therefore, the output from the controller is first limited to a value between 0 ~
100.

In a conventional controller, if the process value increases, the output of the
controller decreases like, for example, a temperature controller (if the temperature
increases, the output to the heater decreases). This is called reverse action controller. Our
case is different, if the axial level increase, the output needs also to increase to further
open the extraction valve (MOV) to decrease the axial level. This is called a direct action
controller. To change the action of the controller, the output from the controller should be
reversed by applying the following equation. (Figure 4.19 shows the subprogram for the
MOV):
Output= 10-X

(4.7)
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Figure 4.19: Output Processing: MOV Subprogram

Now, if there is a tuning problem in the ANN controller, the axial level will be out
of control. If the axial level were to decrease below 0%, oil would drain through the
extraction MOV. Similarly, if the axial level increases over the 100%, water would be
carried over to a downstream location. In order to overcome such a problem, a
subprogram is developed to interlock the operation of the MOV. The aim of the program
is to monitor the status of the axial level and maintain its location in the operational range
of 2~95%. In this case, if the level increases over 95% all three MOVs will open 100% to
decrease the axial level to become within the operational range. On the other hand, if the
level decreases below 2%, all three MOVs will close causing the level to increase to
become within the operational range. Figure 4.20 shows the subprogram for the MOV
interlock.
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Figure 4.20: Output processing: MOV Interlock subprogram

4.6 Output Valves

Before we explain how the Motor Operated Valves operate, we shall stop a little
bit to talk about the valves. The valves consist of two main parts: Body and Actuator. The
body is the lower portion of the assembly, i.e., the ball valve, where fluid passes through,
while the actuator is the upper portion of the assembly, i.e., a step-motor plus gears etc.,
which opens and closes the ball valve according to an input control signal [17].

The actuator may be operated manually like the conventional hand operated
valves, or pneumatically, hydraulically, or by motor. The selection of the actuator
depends on the type of the process forces, and the availability of power resources. In our
case, Motor Operated Valves MOVs are chosen because of the availability of power
sources. [17]
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Those MOVs are used to control water extraction flow rate. Before deciding on
the type of control valves to be used, we shall go through valves characteristics and types
[17].

The main purpose of any control valve is to regulate flow through the valve by
changing the position of the valve’s plug via a proper signal. This signal will define the
valve opening and consequently the flow through it. The governing equation for the
control valve is given by [17]:

f = C v . f ( x)

∆p v
Gf

(4.8)

where:

f is the volumetric flow through valve
C v is the valve capacity factor in m 3 / Bar
f(x) is the inherent characteristic function of the valve
x is the valve opening position (0~100%)
∆pv is the pressure drop across the valve
G f is the specific gravity

The valve inherent characteristic f(x) determines the capacity flow across the
valve as the valve opens. Figure 4.21 shows the three typical control valve inherent
characteristics. Quick Open valves will allow more flow at small openings. The typical
application is in the pressure relief processes where it requires very fast action to relieve
pressure. [17]
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A small opening of the Equal Percentage (=%) valves leads to low flow through
the valve. The typical application is in fast processes like flow control applications. [17]

Linear valves have a ratio of one to one between the valve opening and the valve
capacity. The typical application is in level control or pressure control system.

To select the proper valve to use we have to study the rangeability of each type of
valve. The valve rangeability can be defined by this equation:

Rangeability =(Flow at 95% Lift)/(Flow at 5% Lift)

(4.9)

By applying this formula to each type, the typical inherent rangeability of Quick
Open valves is less than 3, which is poor. Linear valves rangeability, however, is 19. On
the other hand, the Equal Percentage valves’ rangeability is grater than 30. In practice,
the Equal Percentage valves are built with rangeability between 50~100, which will
enable fine regulation of flow across the control valve [17].

Based on the above, the valve that has the capability to control the opening of the
water extraction port without causing oil conning into the extraction port should be
chosen. Therefore, the best type to conform to this criterion is the equal percentage valve.
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Quick Open
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Valve Capacity

Linear
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x, open Position

Figure 4.21: Inherent Valve Characteristics

Chapter 5

Operating Procedure and Result Discussion

5.1 Operation Procedure

This chapter will describe the methodology to be followed for operating the inline
water/oil separator. The operator of the separator shall put in his consideration two parts:
Physical Operation and Software Operation.

5.2 System Preparation

Before starting unit operation, some precautions shall be taken to assure the safety
of the people involved and the working environment, as well as integrity of the system
along with its components. These precautions cover the Mechanical, Electrical and
Electronics parts of the unit.

From a mechanical point of view, the following checks must be made before
starting the unit (Appendix 1 shows equipment list along with their models):
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1. Verify that the water loop flow path is unimpeded by checking the valve
sequencing:
i. Water tank discharge valve is fully open.
ii. Discharge valve from the water delivery pump is fully open.
iii. Water tank delivery pump kick back (bypass valve) is open slightly
(this valve is used to assure water flow across the pump in case of
discharge line sudden closure, to regulate the flow, and to prevent
cavitations of the pump impeller).
iv. Water flow indicator discharge valve is fully open.
v. All other valves in the water line are fully open.
vi. The discharge isolation valves of the MOVs are open (the opening
percentage depends on the total required water extraction rate).
vii. The discharge valve of the Water Recovery pump is open. This
loop assures that the main water tank is continuously filled.
2. Verify that the oil loop flow path is unimpeded by checking the valve
sequencing:
i. Oil tank discharge valve is fully open.
ii. Discharge valve from the oil delivery pump is fully open.
iii. Oil tank delivery pump kick back (bypass valve) is open slightly
(this valve is used to assure water flow across the pump in case of
discharge line sudden closure, to regulate the flow, and to prevent
cavitations of the pump impeller).
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iv. Oil filter valve is fully open (if filtering is required, otherwise it is
closed).
v. Oil filter bypass valve is fully closed (if filtering is required,
otherwise it is open).
vi. All other valves in the water line are fully open.

The second precaution is for the electrical safety:
1. Verify that the ON/OFF switches for the MOVs power are in the ON
position.
2. Verify that the power is available to all pumps: Oil delivery Pump, Water
Delivery Pump, and the Water Recovery Pump.
3. Verify that Water tank level switch is connected and operating well. (This
switch is very important for auto-start of the Water Recovery Pump).
4. Verify that the motor speed controllers of the water and oil delivery pumps
are connected and working properly.

The third checklist is for the electronic parts along with the software:
1. Verify the connections between the computer and the analog input and
output Data Acquisition Boards. Appendix 1 shows the list of the
electronic components of the data acquisition system.
2. Verify the physical integrity of the probes connections.
3. Verify the operation and the calibration of the MOVs according to the
vendor standards and precautions. (Appendix 2)
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4. Verify the operation and calibration of the signal conditioner cards (0~10
VDC to 4~20 mA converters) according to the vendor standards and
precaution (Appendix 3)

5.3 System Start-up

The system is now ready to start. The first step is by starting the oil delivery
pump. From this step we will observe the oil is circulating in the oil loop and by this we
are ready to go the next step.

Similarly, the second step involves starting the water delivery pump and the water
recovery pump. The water flowrate should not exceed 50% of the oil flowrate, due to
flow loop limitations. Oil and water will be mixed and flow concurrently in a downhill,
horizontal and uphill sections of the inline separator, respectively. Therefore, a stratified
flow of water and oil is generated and will advance in uphill section of the pipe.

5.4 Software Operation

Before explaining unit operation, a brief description will be given for the
components of the software Graphical User Interface GUI.

The program is developed using the LABVIEW 7.0 environment and all virtual
instruments developed for this program are stored in the following program:
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“Application_ANN_RBF_for_5X2_antiwindup_individual

control_rev1.vi”.

The

interface of this program is composed of input fields, output fields, and information fields
as shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1. Capture of the screen of the Graphical User Interface GUI.

5.4.1 Graphical User Interface signals
A. The input field consists of the following:
1. Stop: To stop the program from running
2. Input (Set Point): This field is to set the desired normal operational level
in the pipe.
3. Threshold: This field is to set the desired threshold for the comparator
calculation in the signal conditioning process.
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4. Sampling Time: The period of time where the sample of the continuous
signals been sampled. In this case the sampling time is the time period
between two successive executions of the program.
5. Tuning sets for MOV1, MOV2, and MOV3
i. nu_nLMS 1: The training rate for the output layer MOV-1
ii. Beta_nLMS 1: The regularization factor for the output layer
iii. nu_nLMS2: The training rate for the output layer MOV-2
iv. Beta_nLMS 2: The regularization factor for the output layer
v. nu_nLMS3: The training rate for the output layer MOV-3
vi. Beta_nLMS3: The regularization factor for the output layer
vii. mu_c_RBF”: The training rate for the center at the hidden layer
viii. mu_sigma_RBF: The training rate for the width of the hidden layer
B. The output field consists of the following:
1. MOV-1: The percentage command going to the MOV-1 from the control
system (0~100%). 0% being fully open and 100% being fully closed.
2. MOV-2: The percentage command going to the MOV-2 from the control
system (0~100%). 0% being fully open and 100% being fully closed.
3. MOV-3: The percentage command going to the MOV-3 from the control
system (0~100%). 0% being fully open and 100% being fully closed.
C. The information fields consists of the following:
1. Error: This is the difference between the set point and the axial level
position in percentage.
2. Axial Level: The axial level of water in the measured range (0~100%).
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3. Fault: A series of LEDs displaying faulty probes.
4. Probe Corrected: A series of digitized values (0 or 1) after the fault been
corrected by the fault detector algorithm.
5. Waveform Chart: A chart that shows graphically the trend of the axial
level movement in order to evaluate the performance of the control
system.

5.4.2 Software Settings and results
Now, the unit is ready to start from the software side by just starting the
software:”

Application_ANN_RBF_for_5X2_antiwindup_individual

control_rev1.vi”

The main data entered into the software are indicated in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Software Parameter Setting for the Water/ Oil Separation Program
S/n Input

Input description

Value

1

Input (Set point)

The target Axial level in Percentage

50 %

2

nu_nLMS 1

Training Rate for output Layer of 0.550
MOV1 (0~1)

3

Beta_nLMS 1

Regularization Factor for the output 0.100
Layer (0<β<2) of MOV1

4

Nu_nLMS 2

Training Rate for output Layer of 0.550
MOV 2 (0~1)

5

Beta_nLMS 2

Regularization Factor for the output 0.100
Layer (0<β<2) of MOV2

6

Nu_nLMS 3

Training Rate for output Layer of 0.055
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MOV3 (0~1)
7

Beta_nLMS 3

Regularization Factor for the output 0.055
Layer (0<β<2) of MOV 3

8

mu_c_RBF

Training rate for the center of hidden 0.100
layer (RBF units). This value is set
for all hidden layers of MOV 1,
MOV 2, and MOV 3.

9

mu_sigma_RBF

Training rate for the width of the 0.800
Gaussian of hidden Layer (RBF
units). This value is set for all
hidden layers of MOV1, MOV2, and
MOV3.

10

Threshold (VDC)

to set the desire threshold for the 0.200 VDC
comparator calculation in the signal
conditioning process

11

Sampling Rate

The period of time where the sample 200 mSec
of the continuous signals been
sampled. In this case the sampling
time is the time period between two
successive
program.

executions

of

the
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The results can be demonstrated as in the following Snapshoot figures. Figure 5.2
shows the start-up of the in line water-oil separator. In this case, the process been
stabilized within 160 sec.

Figure 5.2: Trend shows the Start-up of the Software
In Figure 5.3: shows the stabilized controlling of the level. It is shows the
variation between the 70% and 40%. This means that the variation is between +/- 2
probes. This achieved by keeping the MOV-1 and MOV-3 isolation valves open to a
certain position while MOV-2 isolation valve is in crack open. The maximum allowable
opening of the isolation valve is determined by observing the oil bubbles are not
extracted from the MOVs at their maximum opening.
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Figure 5.3: Stabilized axial level control
The next figure demonstrates a transient in which the water flow rate was
suddenly stopped (Figure 5.4). In this case, the valves were fully closed. When water
flowrate is stopped and the level goes below zero, the interlock program reacts and forces
the valves to fully close.
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Figure 5.4: Sudden Stoppage of water. The valves in this case is on fully close
When water flow resumes back the valves will stay in their closed condition till
the water axial level moves past the set point. This action is due to the anti-wind up
controller. This is to assure that there will be no further output signal to close the valve
while the actual axial level is below the set point. Figure 5.5 shows the transient of the
water axial level when the water resumes flowing back through the system and the
controller takes its action. It took 186 seconds to stabilize.
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Figure 5.5: Water resuming back to the system and it took 186 seconds to stabilize the
axial level
Figure 5.6 shows that the cycle of variation is relatively slow. This is a
characteristic of the system dictated by the time it takes for the water to drain under
gravity from the water layer. In Figure 5.6, however, the variation was artificially
accelerated because MOV2 isolation valve was opened more. This case is considered as
under-fitting case that causes this variation. The cycle is approximately 60 Sec and the
variation is between 30% and 75% (approximately +/-7 probes around the set point).
However, this variation is still within the acceptable operational limit (2~95%).
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Figure 5.6: High variations with lower cycle (under fitting case)
Figures 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9, show the transient case of the valves failing to open due
to a power failure and then opening following power resumption. In this case, the axial
level advanced over the 100 %. When the power resumed back, the interlock program
immediately opened all MOVs fully. As the level retreated back to the normal operating
range (i.e., 0~100%), the normal control routine takes over. It took about 220 Seconds for
the control system to stabilize the process.
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Figure 5.7: Power failure and the effect on the axial level

Figure 5.8: Power resuming back and the unit starts to control
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Figure 5.9: Controlling of the water took about 220 Seconds
A probe fault is simulated in Figure 5.10. The water level is shown to be at 63.6%
while probe #1 failed. In this case the axial level does not change. Figure 5.11 shows two
probes that are not adjacent, e.g., Probes #2 and #4, failing. Here the level is kept
unchanged at 63.6%. Finally, Figure 5.12 shows probes 2, 4, and 5 failures. In this case,
probe# 3 makes the correction in probe# 2, while the successive probes 4 & 5 makes the
correction of oil to probe 4. Therefore, water is assumed to stop at Probe #3 and the level
is 13.3%.
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Figure 5.10: One probe failure (Probe#1) does not effect the measurement

Figure 5.11: Two alternative probes (Probes 2, 4) failure does not affect the reading
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Figure 5.12: Probe#2 and two successive probes (4, 5) Failure causes the reading to
change (As real water low). The water will be assumed covering Probe3.
Video recording has been used to document the performance of the controller. In
the Video-1 a demonstration for the operation of the control system is presented. It shows
the stabilized operation of the controller with brief description of the effect of the antiwind up controller. Video-2 shows another demonstration about the GUI in the
LABVIEW. It shows the three parts of the GUI: Input Section, Output Section and the
Information Section. The demonstration show the constants used for the input section and
their link with the control system block. The Information section is been elaborated for
the description of the ISOWS operation. In addition, Video-3 shows another
demonstration of the stabilized operation. Video-4 demonstrates the controller action
when water sopped and the water retreating below 2%. The Valves closed fully and the
water stopped from retreating. When water resumes back the controller takes action after
the anti-windup reseated when level crossed the set point. Moreover, valve shutoff is
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demonstrated in Video-5, when the axial water tail reaches below 2%. It is shows that the
valve closes immediately regardless of the controller output.

CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

6.1 Conclusion

The objective of this thesis is to develop a software program for a practical
application designed by Schlumberger. The new Inline Water/ Oil Separator designed by
SLB is an innovative as most of the water/oil separators used are bulky tank separators.
The new system is very compact and can be placed at or near the wellhead, since the
separation process takes place while the production stream is flowing in the pipeline. The
separation and extraction is made possible by allowing water and oil to stratify inside a
near-horizontal pipeline. By extracting water from a location downstream of the lowest
point (either absolute or local) in the pipeline, the water layer that extends from the
water-accumulated sump will change its length according to a balance between the water
influx and the extraction rates. The movement of the sump tail (also called the water layer
front) is what makes the system amenable to control.

The software is developed to control the axial movement of the tail by putting it
in a controllable range. The software is developed by breaking the problems into blocks.
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The first block is the input block where it consists of the probes and circuitry for the data
acquisition. The second block is the input processing where the analog inputs measured
from the probes are checked and converted (conditioned) to a signal acceptable by the
control system.

The third block is the control system, which is also broken further into two subblocks: ANN controller and Anti-windup controller. The ANN is used as the core
program for the control system by using its power of identification to identify the inverse
of the non-linear system, which is the inline water/oil separator system in this case. The
Anti-wind up program is very essential in our case as the system is using MOVs for the
control of water extraction. The saturation of the valves either opening or closing can
cause problems in the control system when the deviation is below or greater than the set
point, which can cause the controller output to cross the saturation region and thus
resulting in the ANN controller to not act when the level is returning to the MOV
controllable range. The aim of the Anti-wind up controller is to identify the saturation
regions and to stop the inverse ANN controller from acting further.

Following the control system block is the output-processing block. This block
consists of two sub-programs: Output conditioning and interlock programs. The output
conditioning is the block responsible for reconditioning the signal generated from the
control system to a signal acceptable by the MOVs. In addition, the interlock program is
responsible for monitor the axial water level in the pipeline. So, if the axial level is
advancing more than 100% the MOVs will be forced to open regardless of the controller
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output, and if the axial level is retreating below 0% the MOVs will be forced to close
regardless of the controller output. When the water axial level returns to the operating
range, the controller output will pass to the MOVs.

Finally, the output valve block consists of the output data acquisition and signal
converter where it will convert the signals generated to a signal acceptable by the MOVs.

Furthermore, the operation procedure and the result of operating the ANN
controller for the ISOWS are also demonstrated. Different operation scenarios are
performed to show the effectiveness of the control system. The start-up scenario shows
that axial water level resumes to the stabilized operation with small shooting. The
stabilized operation shows that the variation within probes is very minor. In addition to
that, the response of the control system during the transients was tested. During the
sudden stoppage of water, the axial level is retreating back to the zero percentage. In this
case the MOVs are close regardless of the controller signal. In the other hand, when the
water resume back to the normal operating range, the controller takes care to resume the
axial water tail to the stabilized condition. Similarly, power failure to the MOVs been
simulated in order to demonstrate the performance of the controller when the axial level
accedes the instrumental section. When power resumes back all the MOVs opened fully
regardless of the ANN controller sending. However, when the water returns to the
operating range, the controller immediately takes its action to resume the axial water tail
to the stabilized condition.
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All the tests and scenarios were documented by snap shot trends of the axial level
and the video recording.

NOMENCLATURE
Abbreviations
ISOWS

Inline Surface Oil/Water Separator

WLRs

water-liquid-ratios

ANN

Artificial Neural Network

SDCR

Schlumberger Dhahran Carbonate Research

MOVs

Motor-Operated-Valves

PV

Process Variable

SP

Set-Point Value

BDNs

Binary Decision units

LMS

Least Mean Square

SLS

Sequential Least Square

RLS

Recursive Least Square

NLMS

Normalized Least Mean Square

MLP

Multilayer Perceptron

RBFN

Radial Basis Function Networks

RBF

Radial Basis Function

SSE

Sum Square Error

GUI

Graphical User Interface

English Symbols
W

Weights Matrix
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wi

Wight element

R

Instantaneous Auto-Covariance

p

Instantaneous is the Cross-Covariance

x(n)

Input Vector at iteration n

e(n)

Error between the target and the calculated value at iteration n

xp

Training vector p of input vector x

yp

Training vector p of output vector y

wijh

Weight assigned from input number i towards neuron number j in
the hidden layer

wijo

Weight assigned from neuron number i towards the neuron number

j of the output layer.

Ep

Sum Square Errors for all output layer neurons for training set
number p.

net hpj

The input value for neuron j at the hidden layer for training set
number p.

i pj

The output value from neuron j at the hidden layer for training set
number p.

f jh (.)

Activation function at neuron j of the hidden layer.

net opk

The input value for neuron k at the output layer for training set
number p.
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o pk

The output value from neuron k at the output layer for training set
number p.

f ko (.)

Activation function at neuron k at the output layer for training set
number p.

tk

Center at kth neuron in the hidden layer of the RBFN.

Ck

Width vector of the kth Radial Basis Function neuron

H

Hermitian transposition

K

The number of centers in RBFN

dmax

Maximum distance between the selected centers in fixed center
training.

di

Desire output for training set i

ui

Input vector for training set i

nu_nLMS

Program constant stands for the training Rate for output Layer of
MOV

Beta_nLMS

Program constant stands for the regularization Factor for the output
Layer

mu_c_RBF

Program constant stands for the training rate for the center of
hidden layer (RBF units)

mu_sigma_RBF

Program constant stands for the training rate for the width of the
Gaussian of hidden Layer (RBF units).

Greek Symbols
η

Learning Rate
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α

Regularization Factor

δ pk

Error at output layer neuron unit k for training set number p.

δ pjh

Error at the hidden layer neuron j for training set number p.

ϕ(u;tk)

kth radial basis function which calculate the distance between input
vector u and its own center tk

σ k2

Width of the kth Radial Basis Function neuron

Φ

Interpolation matrix

ε

Sum square error for RBFN

µc

Training rate for the Centers of RBF neuron calculation

µσ

Training rate for the width RBF neuron calculation.

APPENDICES
Appendix A
The list of equipments used for this project and explained in chapter 2 are:
1. Oil Delivery & Recovery System
a. Pumps
b. Storage Tank
c. Seperator Tank
d. Piping
e. Manual Valves
2. Water Delivery & Recovery System
a. Pumps
b. Storage Tanks
c. Piping
d. Manual Valves
3. Test Section “Seperator”
a. Water Extraction Uphill Section
i. Three Extraction Ports
ii. Manual Valves
b. Instrumented Uphill Section
c. Downhill section
d. Horizontal Section
4. Control System
a. MOVs
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b. Signal Converters
c. Conductivity Probes
d. Personal Computer having LABVIEW VER. 7.0
e. Electronic equipment and control:
i. Data Acquisition for Analog Input: PCI-6071E, and SCB-68 manufactured by
National Instrument Inc.
ii. Data Acquistion for Analog Output: PCI-6713, and CB-68LP manufactured
by National Instrument Inc.
iii. Signal Converter 1~10VDC to 4~20mADC , model# PXU-20, manufactured
by BRODERSEN controls.
iv. Motor Operated Valves, Model# QA1-POS-XMIT, manufactured by
CHEMLINE Plastics Limited.
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Appendix B
Converter Manual (1~10VDC to 4~20mAVDC)
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Appendix C
Motor Operated Valve Manual
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Appendix D
Miscellaneous Experiment Photos

Picture C-1: Computer Setup for the Experiment
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Picture C-2 Probes connection at the Uphill Instrumental Section
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Picture C-3: Probes connection. Water tail can be seen in the instrumental pipe.
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Picture C-4: Terminal block for the Probes wires.
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Picture C-5 Probes connections to the Analog Input interface card.
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Picture C-6 Output interface Card it sends 0~10VDC
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Picture C-7: Signal Converter, it converts 0~10VDC to 4~20mADC for the MOV signal.
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Picture C-8 : Water Separator Tank receives water from the Extraction Port (Clear- No
oil)
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Picture C- : Water Separator Tank having some oil because of MOV isolation Valve is
opened more.
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